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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)

Docket Number (2) Pace (3)Facility Name (1)
01 51 01 01 01 21 61 5 1 l of 0 7

Quad Cities Unit Two
Title (4)
HPCI Inoperable Due To slow MSC Ramo Time Durino OCOs-2300-13 ]

Event Date (5) LER Number t6) Report Date (7) Other facilities Involved (8)

j////j/j/
Revision Month Day Year Facility Names Docket Number (s)

p/jj/ sequential/Month Day Year Year
Number Quad Cities/// Number

"* 015101010121514

01 6 01 2 91 3 91 3
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0l1 11
-

010 l | 91 3 01510101Ol | |

OPERATING
' " * " " * "

H0DE (9) 4 20.402(b) .__ 20.405(c) _ 50.73(a)(2)(iv) _ 73.71(b)

POWER __ 20.405(a)(1)(i) _ 50.36(c)(1) _ 50.73(a)(2)(v) _ 73.71(c)

LEVEL _ 20.405(a)(1)(ii) _ 50.36(c)(2) __ 50.73(a)(2)(vii) _
Other (specify

(101 0 7 2 _ 20.405(a)(1)(iii) _ 50.73(a)(2)(i) _ 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A) in Abstract

/,////,,///////////////,//,/// _ 20.405(a)(1)(iv) l_ 50.73(a)(2)(ii) ___ 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B) below and in
/

}////'///////////////}//j//// _ 20.405(a)(1)(v) _ 50.73(a)(2)(iii) _ 50.73(a)(2)(x) Text)f
jj ,

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THis LER (12)
TELEPHONE NUMBER

Name
AREA CODE

Nick Radloff. Tech Staff. Ext. 2942 310l9 615141 121214l
COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH COM 0 N FAILURE DESCRIBED IN THIs REPORT (13)

CAUsE SYSTEM c0MPONENT MANUFAC- REPORTABLE CAusE SYSTEM c0MPONENT MANUFAC- REPORTABLE

TURER TO NPRDs TURER TO NPRDs

X BlJ l sl Cl O GIO 18 1 0 Y l l l l I I |

1 I I I i l i I I I I | l I

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) Expected Month | Day I Year
submission

lyes (If ves. complete EXPECTED sUBMIssl0N DATE) X l NO 1 l fI#
>

ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e, approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

ABSTRACT:

On June 2, 1993, at 1740 hours. Unit Two was in the RUN mode at 72 percent rated
core thermal power. Prior to this, HPCI was declared inoperable in order to
perform QCOS 2300-13. HPCI was initiated and reached required flow of 5000 gpm in
52 seconds. Because the time exceeded the acceptable limit, HPCI was declared

'

inoperable. It was determined the MSC gearbox was creating a binding problem, thus
causing the MSC to ramp at a slower rate. The integral setting of the HPCI flow
controller was changed to compensate for the slower MSC response time. On June 4,
1993, at 1530 hours, HPCI was successfully tested and the outage report
terminated. On June 30, 1993, during a maintenance outage, the MSC gear box was
dissassembled and inspected. The gearbox's stem, stem gear, and thrust washers
were found to be scored and worn.

The cause of this event is due to the MSC stem and stem gear being scored and worn
from age causing excessive friction in the stem and stem gear connection.

Short term corrective actions include repairing or replacing the stem, stem gear,
and thrust washers. Long term actions include dissassembling the MSC gearbox every
10 years and timing the Unit One and Two MSC's during each refuel cycle.

This report is being submitted in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(11)(B).

,
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L EENA E EVENT REPORT (MR) TEXT rA!iIDiljeTION Form Rev U L
FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (6) Paae (3)

// sequential /// Revision
j/j/Year

f fff
// Number /// Number

_guaji Cities Unit Two Ol5i010l0121615 9|3 - 0| 1|1 - 0|0 01 2 0F 01 7

TEXT Energy Industry Identification system (EIIs) codes are identified in the text as [XX) i

i

PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION: J

General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor - 2511 MHt rated core thermal power.
!

EVENT IDENTIFICATION: HPCI inoperable due to slow MDC Ramp time during QCOS 2300-13. ;

;

A. CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT:

Unit: Two Event Date: June 2, 1993 Event Time: 1740 f
Reactor Mode: 4 Mode Name: RUN Power Level: 72% ;

This report was initiated by Deviation Report D-4-2-93-034. j

l@ Mode (4) - In this position the reactor system pressure is at or above 825
psig, and the reactor protection system is energized, with APRM protection and RBM

'

interlocks in service (excluding the 15% high flux scram).

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT: [

On June 2, 1993, at 1730 hours, Unit Two was in the RUN mode at 72 percent rated i
core thermal power. At this time, the Shift Engineer (SE) declared the High
Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) [BJ3 system inoperable as required in preparation :

for QCOS 2300- 13, HPCI System Manual Initiation Test, and initiated QCOS 2300- 2, '

HPCI Outage Report.
'

QCOS 2300-13 demonstrates the capability of the HPCI system to respond quickly from
an initiation signal. The system must be able to achieve a pump [P] flow of at -

least 5000 gallons per minute (gpm) within 45 seconds in order to fulfill its !

intended safety function. The system is declared inoperable because part of this
test requires opening circuit breakers [BKR] to the Motor Operated (MO)2-2301-8, ,

t 10, and 15 valves. This prevents the automatic opening and closing functions to ,

these valves during an auto-initiation signal. Prior to this test, HPCI
'

successfully passed all Technical Specification testing requirements of section :
'

3.5.C/4.5.C.

At 1740 hours, the Unit Two Nuclear Station Operator (NS0) began QCOS 2300-13 !*

surveillance test. During the test, the NSO depressed the HPCI manual initiation ;

pushbutton and timed the response of the system until 5000 gpm was achieved. The i
system initially came up to approximately 4991 gpm, and then slowly increased to t

5000 gpm. 5000 gpm was achieved in 52 seconds, exceeding the surveillance :

acceptance criteria of 45 seconds.

The Shift Engineer (SE) declared HPCI administratively inoperable retroactive to i

1740 hours. This was based on the response time of the. system being outside its
design basis per the SAFER /GESTR Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis. The j
SAFER /GESTR LOCA analysis was performed to provide assurance that the most limiting |

break size, break location. and single failure combination had been considered and !

demonstrated to conform with the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) acceptance !
Icriteria per Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements.

;
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION form Rev 2.0

FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (6) Pace (3)
// sequential /jj Revision
j/j/, /j//

Year
// Number// Number

Juad Cities Unit Two O l 5 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 21 61 5 913 - Ol1 |1 - 0|0 01 3 0F 01 7

TEXT Energy Industry Identification system (EIIs) codes are identified in the text as [xx]

Instrument Maintenance (IM) personnel were contacted and Nuclear Work Request (NWR)
#Q07747 was initiated.

At 1832 hours on June 2, 1993, the NRC was notified of the event via the Emergency
Notification System (ENS) in order to comply with the requirements of
10CFR50.72(b)(1)(ii)(B).

IM personnel reduced the time integral setting from 15 seconds to 10 seconds on the
1 2-2340-1, HPCI Flow Indicating Controller (FIC)[FIC). QCOS 2300-13 was performed

again "for information only" to observe the response of the system. HPCI reached
rated flow of 5000 gpm in 38.2 seconds. The circuit breakers to the M02-2301-8,

10, and 15 valves were closed back in, and the system left available to perform its
|

function until QCOS 2300-13 could be performed again.

At 0830 hours on June 3, Technical Staff (TS) and IM personnel reviewed the strip
chart traces taken during QCOS 2300-13 where HPCI had reached rated flow in 38.2
seconds. After reviewing the traces, the HPCI Motor Speed Changer (MSC) was
suspected due to the slower ramp time and was decided to investigate further.

At 1236 hours, TS and IM personnel timed the Unit One and Unit Two MSC by having
| the NSO manually run each MSC in " fast raise" from the Low Speed Stop (LSS) to the

High Speed Stop (HSS). Unit One's time was approximately 9.0 seconds and Unit
Two's time was approximately 15.5 seconds. The MSC should normally run between
6-10 seconds. Electrical (EM) and Mechanical Maintenance (MM) personnel were
notified.

TS and EM personnel checked the runnirc current of the U-l and U-2 MSC motors.
The current readings for both motors were below manufacturer's maximum current
requirements, however, U-l motor reading was approximately 0.2-0.3 amps, U-2 was
approximately 0.4-0.5 amps. It was decided to troubleshoot the MSC motor and MSC
gear box further. HPCI was taken out of service to investigate.

Troubleshooting of the MSC found that the MSC handwheel was difficult to turn, and
that the handwheel's stem threads had some built up debris. The MSC motor was
operating correctly, signifying further disassembly was needed with the MSC gear
box. Because of parts unavailability, it was decided to postpone disassembly of
the gear box until parts could be obtained. MM personnel cleaned and lubricated
the MSC stem and EM personnel replaced the MSC motor as a preventive measure. ,

At 2330 hours, the new motor was tested by timing the MSC from the LSS to the HSS
again. The time was approximately 13.2 seconds. However EM personnel reported
that it appeared the motor stopped twice during the travel time. The motor was
retested afterwards, however, it did not stop during operation again.

At 0230 hours on June 4, 1993, the MSC was timed again from the LSS to the HSS.
The times were 13.7 and 13.6 seconds. Afterwards, the system was returned to
service.
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LICENsIE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUAIJDN form Rev 2.0
FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMDER (6) Pace (3)

Year /// sequential // Revision
/j/jff, f

,

// Number| /// Number

_ Quad Cities Unit Two O l 5 1 0 1 0 1 0 | 21 61 5 9l3 - Ol1 11 - Ol0 JI4 Of Ol_Z
l TEXT Energy Industry Identification system (EIIs) codes are identified in the text as [XX]

At 1100 hours, TS and IM personnel tested the HPCI Motor Gear Unit (MGU) response
time by inputting a 1-5 vdc voltage signal step change, corresponding to 0-8000

| gpm, into the HPCI flow controller. The slower the voltage signals were input into
I the flow controller, the earlier the MGU responded in taking control of the ramp

rate before the flow controller setpoint of 5600 gpm was reached.

Automatic control of the HPCI turbine through the speed range from 2000-4000 rpm's
is provided through the MGU. The normal position of the MGU is at the HSS during

;

startup of the turbine. Manual control is accomplished through the MSC covering!

| the entire speed range from 0-4000 rpm's. The MSC is designed to provide control
! Iv ough the startup ramp of the turbine until the flow controller setpoint of 5600

w - is reached, at which point the control logic will switch to the MGU as the
- . of providing control to the turbine. A pump flow of 5600 gpm corresponds to

e Ipeed of approximately 4000 rpm's at 1250-1260 psig pump discharge pressure.

TS and IM personnel reviewed the proportional, integral, and derivative parameters
programmed in the Unit One and Unit Two HPCI flow controllers. The integral reset
function of the flow controller on Unit Two was returned to 15 seconds, Unit One

was set at 5 seconds. Because the response time of the flow control loop was slow
during QCOS 2300-13, it was decided to compensate for the lag time in the MSC ramp
by changing the integral setting in the Unit Two flow controller from 15 seconds to

,

I 5 seconds.

TS and EM personnel stroked the MSC from the LSS to the HSS numerous times to
investigate the motor stopping during operation when tested earlier. Each time,
the MSC motor operated properly without any stopping during travel.

At 1530 hours on June 4, 1993, QCOS 2300-13 was performed successfully with the
system achieving 5000 gpm in 30.7 seconds. At 1720 hours, the system was returned
to service and HPCI was declared operable. QC05 2300-2, HPCI system Outage Report,
was terminated.

On June 30, 1993, Unit Two was in the Shutdown mode due to a maintenance outage
starting June 13, 1993. At this time, MM personnel disassembled, cleaned, and
inspected the MSC gearbox under NWR #Q07791. The stem, stem gear, and thrust
washers were found scored and/or worn. Also, hardened grease was removed that had
built up above the stem gear. EM personnel checked the MSC control logic under NHR
#Q08326 and found the resistance reading high on the MSC control switch contacts
and one screw loose that connects a lead wire in the 902-3 panel. The MSC contacts
were cleaned and the screw was tightened down. All other associated wiring was

;

|
acceptable.

C. APPARENT CAUSE OF EVENT:

This report is being submitted to comply with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B) which
requires the licensee report any event that resulted in the nuclear power plant

,

' being in a condition that was outside the design basis of the plant.

|
r

|
|
'
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CONTINUATION ronn Rev 2.0
FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (6) Pace (3)

Year /// sequential /j// Revision
,// Number /// Number

77 ff
/

_Qupd Cities Unit Two 0 I 5 1 0 1 0 1 0 | 21 61 5 9l3 - Ol1 |1 - 010 01 5 0F 01 7
TEXT Energy Industry Identification system (EIIs) codes are identified in the text as [XX]

The cause of this event is due to the MSC stem and stem gear being scored and worn
from age causing excessive friction in the stem and stem gear connection. The
hardened grease could also have added to the friction force between the stem and
stem gear.

The normal acceptance criteria for the MSC to run from the LSS to the HSS is 6-10
seconds. The final timing of the MSC was approximately 13.6 seconds prior to the
maintenance outage.

The cause of the MSC motor stopping during its travel is unknown. The motor was
tested numerous times afterwards, however, the motor never stopped again. One
possible cause cou'.d be due to the spring return on the MSC control switch itself.
If an operator re', axed up on the control switch, the continuity in the circuit
might be interrv:ted enough to cause the motor to stop. Adding to this might be '

the circuit itself. The MSC control switch contacts had a high resistance reading
and also, one screw connecting a wire lead in the 902-3 panel was loose. This
might cause discontinuity in the MSC circuit during operation.

D. SAFETY ANALYSIS OF EVENT:

The safety of the plant and personnel was not affected in this event. Per
Technical Specification 3.5.C.2., if the HPCI subsystem is inoperable, reactor
operation is allowed for fourteen days provided all active components of the
Automatic Pressure Relief systems (APR)[SB], Core Spray (CS)[BM] systems, and Low
Pressure Coolant Injection [B0] mode of Residual Heat Removal (RHR) systems, and
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC)[BN] systems are operable. These systems were
operable throughout this event.

If an auto-initiation signal were received, the HPCI system would still had been
able to provide core ccoling and maintain reactor water level at high pressure
within 52 seconds prior to performing QCOS 2300-13. The APR system is a backup for
the HPCI system reducing reactor pressure rapidly so that the low pressure coolant
systems can be effective. The SAFER /GESTR - LOCA analysis and APR design basis
document demonstrate that adequate core cooling is assured for events when APR
system is required to operate 120 seconds after reactor pressure vessel water level
decreases to low-low level (-59") due to a small break LOCA inside the drywell.
Thus, reactor fuel integrity would had been maintained even though the HPCI system
reached required flow in 52 seconds.

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

The immediate corrective actions consisted of declaring HPCI administratively
inoperable and initiating HPCI system outage report and NWR #Q07747.

After investigating the problem, MM personnel cleaned and lubricated the MSC
handwheel stem and EM personnel replaced the MSC motor. Because of parts
unavailability, it was decided to disassemble the MSC gear box when parts were
available.\

.
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I LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT CnNTINUATInN form Rev 2.0
FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (6) Pace (3)

/ 5equential // Revision
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Year
// Numter / Number

_Qad Cities Unit Two 0 1 5 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 21 61 5 913 - 0|1 |1 - 0IO 01 6 0F 01 7
TEXT Energy Industry Identification system (EIIs) codes are identified in the text as [XX)

When the new MSC motor stopped twice during testing, the motor was investigated
further. The motor was tested approximately six more times by running the MSC from
the LSS to the HSS without the motor stopping during its travel.

MM personnel disassembled the MSC gearbox during the Unit Two maintenance outage
under NHR#Q07791. The MSC stem and stem gear were found to be scored and worn,
along with worn thrust washers. Prior to starting up, MM will either repair or
replace the stem, stem gear, and thrust washers. Also, EM personnel checked the
MSC control circuitry for continuity under NHR #Q08326 and found a high resistance
reading with the MSC switch's contacts and a sc ew loose which connects one of the
wire leads in the 902-3 panel. The screw was tighrened down and the contacts were
cleaned.

In order to compensate for the slower ramp time of the MSC, IM personnel changed
the time integral parameter in the HPCI flow controller from 15 seconds to 5
seconds. Reducing the time integral causes the controller to provide an error
signal over a shorter time constant, thus causing the process flow control loop to
stabilize to the actual setpoint faster.

In the future, IM will functionally test the Unit One and Two MSC once per refuel
cycle to ensure that the time from the MSC LSS to the HSS is within 6-10 seconds
(NTS# 2652009303401).

The TS system engineer will incorporate testing and acceptance criteria into QCOS
2300-1, Periodic HPCI Pump Operability Test, and QC05 2300-5, HPCI Quarterly Pump
Operability Test prior to starting up from the maintenance outage. This will

,

| ensure ramp timing of the MSC remains within an acceptable range
i (NTS# 2652009303402).

The MSC and Motor Gear Unit (MGU) gearboxes will be inspected on a 10 year interval
,

as part of the HPCI governor control overhaul (NTS# 2652009303403).'

The Unit One MSC and MGU, and the Unit Two MGU will be disassembled and inspected
during QlR13 and Q2R13 outages (NTS# 2652009303404).

!

F PREVIOUS EVENTS:

A search of previous License Event Reports (LER) over the last five years has not
identified any similar events.

A Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS) search was conducted for MSC
control switches involving Generaf Electric Company and other types of control
switch failures. Thirty-four events were found involving control switch failures.
Also, three events were identified involving MSC gearbox failures searching under
General Electric Company and MSC.

IA Total Job Management (TJM) history search was performed identifying any past work
involved with the HPCI MSC gearbox. There was no history of work on the MSC
gearbox.

i
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FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (6) Page (3)
// Revisionj// sequential/
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_00ad Cities Un_it Two O l 5 1 0 1 0 1 0 | 21 61 5 913 - 0I1|1 - Ol0 01 7 0F 01 7

TEXT Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as [XX]
|

|

G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA: |
|

The component that failed is MSC, manufactured by General Electric Company, Model i
'

No. SB026A0389.

The MSC control switch that was supsecteo of failure was manufactured by General
Electric Company, Type SBM control switch.

|

l

!
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